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Vocabulary:  

A.   Fill in the blanks with the given words.(one word is extra) 

(ability/diet/harmful/translator/products) 

1. Are all these …………… handmade? 

2. Humans ………….. to talk makes him different from animals. 

3. My sister is a good ………. . She can speak three languages well. 

4. Eating fruit and vegetables is an important part of a healthy …………. . 
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B.   Fill in the blanks with suitable words.  

1.The police found his …………….. on the gun. 

2.Don’t worry, I’ll look ………………… the kids tommorrow. 

3.The art of making beautiful writing using a special pen is  ……………. . 

4.His physical and ……………….. health is getting worse. 
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C. Match the words togeather. (one word is extra) 

1.He plans to begin the project later this week.(#)                   a.sure 

2.Are you bored with your present job? (#)                                b. fortunate 

3.I’m certain that I’ve seen her before. (=)                                 c. finish 

4.She is lucky to be alive after the accident. (=)                        d. excited 

                                                                                                      e. beautiful 
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D. Choose the best answer. 

1.I’m …………. confused. Could you explain that again? 

a. totally                  b.correctly                c. especially                 d.fortunately 

2.I think the …………… between the two countries have got better recently. 

a. customs                b. materials             c. relationship             d. collections 

3.Every year thousands of students come to London to ………. their English. 

a. influence                b. improve              c. decrease                   d. rewrite 

4.Close your eyes, and ………. traveling through space. 

a. pick                         b.exchange             c.imagine                     d. explain 
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Grammar: 

A: Choose the best answer. 

1.If you ………. , you will arrive late. 

a) Can’t hurry             b) don’t hurry            c)won’t hurry             d) hurry 

2.………… in the afternoon is a custom in many countries. 

a) Rests                        b) that resting           c) Resting                   d) Rest 

3.I ………… English to the children from 2007 to 2011. 

a) has taught                b) have taught           c) teach                      d) taught  

4.I’m sorry , I can’t pay for your lunch. I have ………. Money. 

a)      a) some                           b) alittle                      c) few                         d)little 
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B.Write correct form of the given words. 

1.Have you ……… the book to any of your friends? (give) 

2.He can’t …….. this math problem if your brother …… him. (solve / not help) 
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C. Choose the correct item. 

1. A: can I have (afew/some/many) butter please? 

B: here you are. 

2. A:How many/How much) time do you need to finish your homework? 

B: Two hours. 
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D. Write correct sentences.  

1. older / not / shopping / has / brother / done / my / the / yet. 

……………………………………………………………………….. . 

2.  between / sunrise / sunset / and / muslims / fast/. 

……………………………………………………………………….. 
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E.Use the given words and answer the follwing question. 

1. what will your father buy in Paris if he has a lot of money? (to buy a house) 

……………………………………………………………………….. 
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F.write a suitable question for the following answer. 

1. ………………………………………………………………………..? 

My friend and I haven’t seen mrs. Parker for three months. 
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Writing: 

A: Fill in the blanks with the correct letters. 

1. Each society appre_ _ ates its art and culture. 

2. We are living in the twenty- first cent_ry. 

3. The policeman is searching for the ide_tit_ of that man. 

4. Reza has a bad eating  _abit. 
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B: Unscramble the given words.( Write correct words). 

1.I enjoy the weekend , ………….. (tidsepe) the bad weather. 

2.My sister …………… (asmersue) herself every month. 

3.She bought a …………. (aoedcirtve) wall clock. 

4.My uncle is interested in old local ………… (moscuts). 
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C: find mistakes and correct them. 

1.Hannah must learn to not talk about herself all the time. ………… 

2.The teacher wanted us do the exercise carefully. …………… 

3.She has studiled French since 5 years. ………….. 

4.Tom was excited because the film was very interested. ………….. 
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D: Fill in the blanks with the correct form of the given words. 

(buy /leave/drive/meet) 

1.I went home after …………… the school. 

2.Iam glad …………  you. 

3.The driver stopped ……………. Some juice. 

4. My brother is a careless boy. He enjoys ………….. fast. 
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E:choose the one odd out. 

1.  a)craftswoman                  b) painter                 c) firefighter          d) artist 

2.  a)work shop                      b) museum               c) art gallery          d) handicraft 

3.  a)translator                       b) dangerous           c) creation              d) nature 

4.  a)juice                                b) milk                     c) student              d) meat 
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F:Write a paragraph with one of the following subjects. 

(paragraph should contain at least 80 words) 

a.Sign language               b.Live healthy live longer           c.The role of art in life 
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Reading: 

A: cloze test. Read the following passage and choose the correct answer. 

Having a healthy life is just related to eating, drinking and breathing? How 

about using computer and playing video games for hours and hours? They do not 

hurt our health? They definitely do! If you have a(n) …(1)… to computer games 

this may endanger both your  …(2)… and mental health because you have to sit 

in one place for long hours without any movement. And it means having higher 

risk of heart …(3)… . So, in order to be able to take care of your body and your 

mind and to  …(4)… different diseases you need to avoid things that are …(5)… 

to your health. Isn’t that better to try to …(6)… your lifestyle right now? 

1.  a)emotion                          b) addiction             c) laughter           d) hobby 

2.  a)social                              b) balanced              c) harmful            d) physical 

3.  a)attack                             b) pressure               c) diet                  d) habit 

4. a)surf                                b) attend                   c) prevent           d) influence 

5. a)calm                               b) harmful                c) daily                d) medical 

6. a)cause                              b) rush                     c) prefer               d) improve 
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B:Reading comprehension. 

Mahmud farshchian is a master of persian painting. He was born in the city of 

Isfahan. He is one of the most interationally well-known artists in Iran. One 

reason is that he used historical art techniques and his own modern ideas to 

make a new style of painting. Master farshchian also has an important role in 

introducing Iranian art to the international societies. He has written six books, 

one of them is “ paintings of Divan of Hafez” which is full of painting about 

Hafez and his poems. He has also spoken in many places and universities 

around the world about art and painting. Besides, he has won many prizes 

including the Gold Medal of Highest Honor. Many famous art museums of the 

world like paris and New york have shown his painting until now. There is also 

an art museum in the Sa’ad Abad palace just for Master farshchin’s paintings. 

 

1. Mahmud farshchin is a well-known artist because: 

a) His paintings are in Sa’ad Abad palace 

b) He made a new style of painting   

c) His art of painting is very historical 

d) He has spoken at universities 

2.Farshchian has written 6 drawing books.            a)true                b) false 

3.Many museums of the world have shown farshchin’s paintings. a)true   b) false 

4. The gold Medal of Highest Honor is one of farshchin’s ………….. . 

5. How does Farshchian introduce Iranian art to the International societies? 

…………………………………………………………………………………. . 

6. Why is he an Internationally well-known artist? 

………………………………………………………………………………….. . 
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